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Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy techniques offer various ways to study the dynamics of molec-
ular vibrations in liquids or gases and optical phonons in crystals. While these techniques give access
to the coherence time of the vibrational modes, they are not able to reveal the fragile quantum cor-
relations that are spontaneously created between light and vibration during the Raman interaction.
Here, we present a new scheme leveraging universal properties of spontaneous Raman scattering to
demonstrate for the first time Bell correlations between light and a collective molecular vibration
(i.e. an optical phonon). We measure the decay of these hybrid photon-phonon Bell correlations
with sub-picosecond time-resolution and find that they survive over several hundred oscillations
at ambient conditions. Our results pave the way for the study of quantum correlations in highly
complex solid-state and molecular systems in their natural state, i.e. without any engineering of
their coherence properties or their interaction with light.
Introduction — In the hierarchy of non-classical states,
the Bell correlated states represent an extreme. When
two parties share such a state, information can be en-
coded exclusively in the quantum correlations of the ran-
dom outcomes of measurements between them [1, 2]. The
strength of such correlations is quantified by Bell inequal-
ities, whose violation demarcates Bell correlated states
from less entangled ones [3–5].
Experimental realizations of Bell correlated states —
whether between polarization states of light [6–8], indi-
vidual atomic systems [9–13], in atomic ensembles [14–
16], superconducting ciruits [17, 18], or solid-state spins
[19, 20] — call for isolated systems that strongly inter-
act with a well-characterized probe. Even mesoscopic
acoustic resonators – engineered for long coherence times
(achieved at milli-Kelvin temperatures), and strongly in-
teracting with light (by integration with an optical micro-
cavity) – have been made to exhibit Bell correlations [21].
Intriguingly, recent experiments have shown that high-
frequency vibrations of bulk crystals [22–27] or molecu-
lar ensembles [28–31] can mediate non-classical intensity
correlations between inelastically scattered photons un-
der ambient conditions (i.e. at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure). In the pioneering work of Lee et
al. [22], two phonon modes in spatially separated bulk di-
amonds had been entangled with each other by perform-
ing coincidence measurements and post-selection on the
Raman-scattered photons. Recently, leveraging a new
two-tone pump-probe method [27], it became possible to
follow the birth and death of an individual quantum of
vibrational energy (i.e. Fock state) excited in a single
spatio-temporal mode of vibration in a bulk crystal [32].
Remarkably, these experiments did not necessitate spe-
cially engineered subjects; they reveal fundamental quan-
tum properties of naturally occurring materials. Taken
together, these developments raise new questions: Are
the correlations spontaneously created between light and
vibration during Raman scattering strong enough to vi-
olate Bell inequalities? How is the vibrational coher-
ence time reflected in the dynamics of the hybrid light-
vibration quantum correlations?
In this Letter, we demonstrate for the first time Bell
correlations arising from the Raman interaction between
light and mechanical vibration at ambient conditions,
and use them to resolve the decoherence of the vibra-
tional mode mediating these correlations. While this
proof-of-principle experiment is realized on a vibrational
mode in a bulk diamond crystal, the effect that is re-
vealed should be universally observable in Raman-active
molecules and solids. Indeed, our scheme for produc-
ing hybrid photon-phonon entanglement is agnostic to
sample details and is passively phase-stabilized, while
our two-color pump-probe technique can address Raman-
active vibrations irrespective of any polarization selection
rules – all of which differ from earlier work [22]. Our re-
sults demonstrate the strongest form of quantum correla-
tions and is thus a powerful generalization of techniques
deployed in atomic physics to study the decoherence of
entanglement [33].
Description of the scheme — The inelastic scattering
of light off an internal vibrational mode — vibrational
Raman scattering [35] — is analogous to the radiation-
pressure interaction between light and a mechanically
compliant mirror [36]. Specifically, the Raman interac-
tion consists of two processes. In the Stokes process, a
quantum of vibrational energy ~Ωv (a phonon) is created
together with a quantum of electromagnetic energy ~ωs
(a Stokes photon); in the anti-Stokes process a phonon is
annihilated while an anti-Stokes photon is created at an-
gular frequency ωa. Energy conservation demands that
ωs,a ± Ωv = ωin respectively, where ωin is the frequency
of the incoming photon.
In our experiment, a diamond sample — grown along
the [100] direction by high-pressure high-temperature
method, about 300 µm thick and polished on both faces
along the (100) crystallographic plane — is excited with
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2FIG. 1. Conceptual scheme and simplified experimental layout. a, Space-time diagram representation of the time-bin
entanglement procedure. b, Corresponding experimental implementation unfolded in space along the horizontal axis (see SI,
Section 1 for details). Contents of the dashed boxes illustrate the time sequence and polarization of the excitation pulses
(Gaussian wavepackets) and Raman-scattered photons (wavy arrows), during a single repetition of the experiment. The
polarization states are denoted by D (diagonal), H (horizontal) and V (vertical). Note that in our geometry the polarization of
Raman scattered photons is orthogonal to that of the incoming pulses [34]. The vertical dashed lines in panel a correspond to
different points in space along the setup. c, Energy diagram of the relevant Raman interactions, showing the center wavelengths
used in the experiment.
femtosecond pulses from a mode-locked laser through
a pair of high numerical aperture objectives (NA=0.8).
(The effective length over which the Raman interaction
takes place is of the order of 2 µm.) Since the pulses
are shorter than the coherence time of the Raman-active
vibration, but longer than its oscillation period, there
exists perfect time correlation between the generation
(resp. annihilation) of a vibrational excitation and the
production of a Stokes (resp. anti-Stokes) photon. In
the following, we show how to leverage this time correla-
tion to generate time-bin entanglement [37] between two
effective photonic qubits that reveal properties of the me-
diating phonon mode, and quantify the strength of the
quantum correlations using the CHSH form of the Bell
inequality [6].
The scheme (Fig. 1) starts when a pair of laser pulses,
labeled “write” and “read” impinging on the sample.
Each is a classical wavepacket with ∼ 108 photons per
pulse. Their central frequencies are independently tun-
able, which allows spectral filtering of the Stokes field
generated by the write pulse and the anti-Stokes field
generated by the read pulse, which are sent to sepa-
rate detection apparatuses. The delay between them,
∆t, is adjustable to probe the decoherence of the vibra-
tional mode. Each pulse passes through an unbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer and is split in two tempo-
ral modes separated by ∆Tbin  ∆t, which we label the
“early” and “late” time bins. ∆Tbin ' 3 ns is chosen
to be much longer than the expected vibrational coher-
ence time, which ensures that there can be no quantum-
coherent interaction between the two time bins mediated
by the vibrational mode.
At room temperature, the thermal state of the vibra-
tional mode [32] (at 39.9 THz) as a mean occupancy
1.5 × 10−3. The initial state of the vibration in the
two time bins is therefore very well approximated by the
ground state |0v〉 ≡ |0v,E〉 ⊗ |0v,L〉, where the subscripts
E and L stand for the early and late time bins, respec-
3tively. The Stokes (s) and anti-Stokes (a) fields are also
in the vacuum state at the start of the experiment, de-
noted by |0s〉 ≡ |0s,E〉 ⊗ |0s,L〉 and |0a〉 ≡ |0a,E〉 ⊗ |0a,L〉.
The interaction of the write pulse (split into the two
time bins) with the vibrational mode generates a two-
mode squeezed state of the Stokes and vibrational fields
[32] in each time bin. A read pulse delayed by ∆t (also
split into the two time bins) maps the vibrational state
in the respective time bins onto its anti-Stokes sideband.
Since we perform the experiment in the regime of very
low Stokes scattering probability and post-select the out-
comes where exactly one Stokes photon and one anti-
Stokes photon were detected (see SI for the treatment
of triple coincidence), our scheme can be described in a
sub-space of the full Hilbert space that contains one vi-
brational excitation only, shared by the early and late
time bin. We therefore introduce the shortened nota-
tion |Ev〉 ≡ vˆ†E |0v〉; |Lv〉 ≡ vˆ†L|0v〉 for the single phonon
states (here vˆ† is the phonon creation operator), and
|Es〉 ≡ sˆ†E |0s〉; |Ls〉 ≡ sˆ†L|0s〉 for the Stokes single photon
states (here sˆ† is the Stokes photon creation operator).
Conditioned on the detection of a single Stokes photon,
the hybrid light–vibrational state can be written in the
basis {|Es〉, |Ls〉} ⊗ {|Ev〉, |Lv〉} = {|Es〉 ⊗ |Ev〉, |Es〉 ⊗
|Lv〉, |Ls〉⊗|Ev〉, |Ls〉⊗|Lv〉}. In this sense, we can speak
of vibrational and photonic qubits encoded in the time
bin basis.
Within each time bin, the read pulse implements (with
a small probability ∼0.1%) the map |Es, Ev〉 → |Es, Ea〉
and |Ls, Lv〉 → |Ls, La〉, where we have defined |Ea〉 ≡
aˆ†E |0a〉 and |La〉 ≡ aˆ†L|0a〉 (here aˆ†E,L are the creation
operators for the anti-Stokes photon in each time bin).
Detection of an anti-Stokes photon in coincidence with a
Stokes photon from the write pulse heralds that the time
bin qubit was successfully mapped onto an anti-Stokes
photonic qubit.
By passing the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons through
an unbalanced interferometer identical to the one used on
the excitation path (Fig. 1b, and SI), “which-time” infor-
mation is erased. Moreover, the use of polarizing beam
splitters in the interferometer maps the time-bin-encoded
Stokes and anti-Stokes photonic qubits onto polarization-
encoded qubits after they are temporally overlapped,
|Es, Ea〉 → |Vs, Va〉 and |Ls, La〉 → |Hs, Ha〉 where H
and V refer to two orthogonal polarizations of the same
temporal mode. We thus prepare the heralded Bell cor-
related state
|ψs,a〉 = 1√
2
(|Vs, Va〉 − eiφ|Hs, Ha〉) (1)
where the phase φ is the sum of the phases acquired by
the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons coming from the late
time bin, with respect to the early time bin (the appara-
tus is set to realize φ = 0). As detailed in Fig. S1, the
experiment is passively phase-stable by design.
In order to prove Bell correlations mediated by the
room-temperature macroscopic vibration, we send the
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved photon-phonon Bell correla-
tions. The CHSH parameter S (eq. (3)) as a function of write
– read delay ∆t, with a zoom near ∆t = 0 as an inset. Full
circles are experimental data, while error bars are computed
from a Monte Carlo simulation (see SI, Section 2 for details).
The solid gray line is obtained from the model with zero pure
dephasing and no other free parameters, while dashed lines
illustrate the impact of two different non-zero values. The
blue region, demarcated by 2 < |S| ≤ 2√2, certifies Bell
correlations, while the gray region above it is forbidden for
non-superluminal theories.
Stokes and anti-Stokes signals to two independent mea-
surement apparatus labelled Alice and Bob, respectively,
who perform local rotations of the Stokes and anti-Stokes
states before making a projective measurement in the
two-dimensional basis {|Vs〉, |Hs〉} and {|Va〉, |Ha〉}, re-
spectively. Each party will obtain one of two outcomes,
which we label “+” or “−”. The number of coincident
events where Alice obtains the outcome x ∈ {+,−} and
Bob obtains the outcome y ∈ {+,−} is denoted nxy. We
then define the normalized correlation parameter
Eθ,ϕ =
n++ + n−− − n+− − n−+
n++ + n−− + n+− + n−+
(2)
where the angles θ and ϕ label the rotations that Alice
and Bob respectively perform on their qubits before the
measurement. It is defined in such a way that fully cor-
related events for a given pair of rotation angles {θ, ϕ}
yield Eθ,ϕ = 1 while perfectly anti-correlated events yield
Eθ,ϕ = −1. In fact the CHSH parameter [2],
S = Eθ1,ϕ1 + Eθ2,ϕ2 + Eθ1,ϕ2 − Eθ2,ϕ1 (3)
certifies Bell correlations when |S| > 2. In particular, for
our scenario, where we target the Bell correlated state
eq. (1), a maximal violation is expected for {θ1, θ2} =
{0, pi2 } and {ϕ1, ϕ2} = {−pi4 , pi4 }.
Observation of Bell correlations — Figure 2 shows the
CHSH parameter (eq. (3)) measured for a varying write–
read delay. Our data demonstrates a clear violation of
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FIG. 3. Phonon-mediated two-photon interference. a,
Normalized single-photon count rates on the two anti-Stokes
detectors as a function of Bob’s rotation angle ϕ. The ideal
marginal state is the statistical mixture p|Ea〉〈Ea| − (1 −
p)|La〉〈La|, with p = 12 ; data is consistent with |p− 12 | = 0.027.
Error bars are several times smaller than symbol size. b, Two-
photon interferences in the Stokes – anti-Stokes coincidence
rate as a function of Bob’s rotation angle ϕ. The normalized
correlation parameter E(θ, ϕ) (eq. 2) is plotted for two fixed
angles θ = 0 (blue squares) and θ = pi/2 (red circles) for Al-
ice’s rotation on the Stokes state, at a fixed write – read delay
of ∆t = 0.66 ps. Experimental data are represented by full
symbols (error bars are smaller than symbol size); solid lines
are fitting curves to extract the visibility (see SI for details).
the Bell inequality (whose classical bound is marked as
the white region) which persists for more than 5 ps (con-
sistent with the characteristic time scale of single phonon
lifetime in diamond [32]), about 50 times longer that
the write and read pulse duration. At a time delay of
0.66 ps, for which there is vanishing temporal overlap of
the write and read pulses within the sample and corre-
lations are only mediated by the vibration, we measure
S = 2.360 ± 0.025. This confirms Bell correlations me-
diated by the vibration that acts as a room-temperature
quantum memory [38–42].
A detailed analysis of the event statistics (see SI, Sec-
tion 6) enables us to make a more precise claim con-
cerning the violation of the Bell inequality [43], without
assuming that our data is independent and identically
distributed. From this analysis, we can claim with a con-
fidence level of 1 − 6×10−7 that the post-selected Stokes
– anti-Stokes state features Bell correlations with a min-
imum value of the CHSH parameter Smin = 2.23.
Note that we rely on the fair sampling assumption [44]
since the overall detection efficiency in our experiment is
not high enough to test a Bell inequality without post-
selection of events where at least one detector clicks on
each side (Alice and Bob). However, it can be shown [45]
that when all detectors are equally efficient – a condition
well approximated in our experiment – the post-selected
data is faithful to that from an ideal experiment where
lossless devices measure a state obtained by quantum fil-
tering the actual Stokes anti-Stokes state. By reporting
a CHSH value higher than 2, we show that this filtered
state is Bell-correlated.
To gain further insight into the nature of the Bell cor-
related state prepared in the experiment, and the reasons
why the quantum bound (|S| = 2√2) is not saturated,
we perform further measurements. Figure 3a shows the
one-photon counts as Bob’s analysis angle is rotated. For
an ideal Bell state, the marginal is maximally mixed, and
should lead to no dependence of the one-photon counts
on the analysis angle. The observed data is consistent
with a deviation from a maximal mixture by 2.7%.
Figure 3b shows two-photon interference for various
settings of Bob’s measurement angle for two fixed val-
ues of Alice’s measurement angle, θ = 0 , pi/2, and
a fixed write-read delay of 0.66 ps. The interference
is consistent with a model (see SI, Section 3) where
the Stokes interaction creates a two-mode light-vibration
squeezed state, and that anti-Stokes scattering imple-
ments a beam-splitter interaction [32].
The curve for the setting θ = 0 (Fig. 3b blue trace) re-
veals how accurately we can prepare and distinguish the
two states |Es, Ea〉 and |Ls, La〉. At a given delay, the vis-
ibility has an upper limit related to the strength of Stokes
– anti-Stokes photon number correlations, Vmax =
g(2)s,a−1
g
(2)
s,a+1
[33], where g
(2)
s,a is the normalized second-order cross-
correlation [27] (see SI). The value extracted from the
fit is Vθ=0 = 93 ± 1%, in agreement with the indepen-
dently measured value of g
(2)
s,a(0) = 25, showing that the
signal-to-noise ratio in the cross-correlation is indeed the
limiting factor for the visibility in this setting. This vis-
ibility could be improved by reducing the power of the
write beam (to decrease the probability of creating mul-
tiple Stokes-phonon pairs in one pulse) and that of the
read beam (to reduce the noise from degenerate four-
wave mixing). Note that due to the small interaction
length (∼ 2 µm), phase matching is not a relevant con-
cern.
The coincidence curve for θ = pi2 (Fig. 3b red trace) cor-
responds to a rotated measurement basis for Alice and is
sensitive to the fluctuations of the phase φ in the super-
position of eq. (1). To accomodate this possibility, we
model the relative phase φ in eq. (1) to be distributed as
a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ
(see SI). We extract a visibility Vθ=pi/2 = 76% from the
fit to the experimental data, which is reproduced by the
model for a standard deviation σ = 0.31 rad (equivalent
to a ±0.18 fs timing uncertainty maintained over ∼ 4
minutes).
Ultimately, we are able to predict all measured
quantities from independently characterised parameters,
namely the Raman scattering probability, the overall Ra-
5man signal detection efficiency, and the dark count rate
of the detectors (see SI, Section 4).
Decoherence dynamics of the phonon mode — From
the temporal behavior of the CHSH parameter we can ex-
tract the rate of pure dephasing of the vibrational mode
mediating the Bell correlations. In the absence of pure
dephasing, the CHSH parameter decays with the col-
lective vibrational mode. Pure dephasing, in contrast,
scrambles the phase φ of the superposition in state (1).
We model it as a random-walk of the phase at the char-
acteristic time scale γ−1, so that the standard deviation
of the phase φ increases with the write–read delay (in
addition to technical fluctuations) as σ =
√
γ∆t (see SI,
Section 3.6).
The model is plotted against the data of Fig. 2 (solid
line), and the best agreement with the data is obtained
with a pure dephasing rate identically null (other pure
dephasing rates are plotted for comparison). While this
finding is consistent with previous measurements of the
coherence time of a single vibrational mode in diamond
using transient coherent ultrafast phonon spectroscopy
[46], it constitutes the first direct measurement of the
decay of entanglement generated by the parametric in-
teraction of light with a molecular vibrational mode.
Conclusion — For the first time, we have produced Bell
correlations between two photons through their interac-
tion with a common Raman-active phonon at room tem-
perature, and probed their decay with sub-picosecond
resolution. Remarkably, our data show that Bell corre-
lations are preserved for more than 200 oscillation peri-
ods at room temperature, evidencing a mechanical co-
herence time at par with the state-of-the-art for micro-
fabricated resonators under high vaccum [47]. Optical
phonons in diamond indeed exhibit a room temperature
“Q-frequency product” of ∼ 4 × 1016 Hz, making them
attractive resonators for ultrafast quantum technologies.
In addition to being a benchmark for the robust genera-
tion of optomechanical Bell correlations at room temper-
ature, our work suggests a new class of techniques able
to probe the role of phonon-mediated entanglement in
quantum technologies [48], chemistry [49], or even biol-
ogy [50], which could be further developped to benefit
from resonant enhancement of the photon-phonon inter-
action [51–53].
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Appendix A: Experimental details
The full schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. We summarize the key experimental parameters
in Table I.
1. Excitation pulses
A mode-locked Ti:Sapph laser and a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator are used to generate the
read and write pulses, respectively. The pulse durations are about 100 fs and 200 fs for the Ti:Sapph and OPO,
respectively. The experiment is repeated every 12.5 ns, set by the 80 MHz repetition rate of the laser system. The
linear polarisation of the write and read pulses are first rotated by 45 degrees so that half of their intensity is directed
9FIG. 4. Experimental Setup
Parameter Value
Repetition Rate 80.7 MHz
Write pulse wavelength 695 nm
Stokes wavelength 766 nm
Read pulse wavelength 800 nm
Anti-Stokes wavelength 723 nm
Write pulse energy 25 pJ
Read pulse energy 248 pJ
Total acquisition time per setting 4 min
Average Stokes countrate∗ 35700 s−1
Average anti-Stokes countrate∗ 1750 s−1
Stokes - anti-Stokes coincidence rate∗• 17 s−1
TABLE I. Summary of relevant experimental parameters.
∗ Calculated using the total countrate of + and − detectors in each detection arm.
• For a delay ∆t = 0.66 ps.
toward the two arms of the unbalanced interferometer, which is constructed with polarising beam splitters. Light
that is vertically polarized travels through the short path, while horizontally polarized light travels through the
long path. A half-wave plate rotates the polarisation of all pulses by 90 degrees after the interferometer, yielding
the pulse distribution shown in Fig. 1b of the main text, where the layout was unfolded and modified for clarity.
The delay between the two arms of the unbalanced interferometer is about 3 ns (approximately 1 m in free space),
orders-of-magnitude longer than the phonon lifetime in the sample (≈ 4 ps).
2. Which-time information erasing
The time-bin entangled state is prepared by erasing temporal information about the Raman scattering processes.
To do so, after the sample the Raman scattered photons are collected in transmission and passed through the same
polarisation-selective unbalanced interferometer as the one used to create the two time bins in excitation, but they
enter from another input port.
By suitably rotating the polarisation of the incoming pulses and of the Raman scattered photons, which are related
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by the symmetry of the vibrational mode under study, we can optimise the likelihood for the Raman photons to
temporally overlap after the second interferometer. This is achieved when Raman scattered photons from the early
time-bin are routed in the long arm, and vice-versa. Due to the linear polarisation of the Raman scattered fields in
our geometry, this likelihood is close to unity (note that for diamond excited along the [100] crystal axis the Raman
scattered photons are orthogonally polarised with respect to the pump).
In the worst-case scenario where Raman photons are unpolarised, half of them would take the wrong path and
remain distinguishable in time. Accordingly, the likehood to erase which-time information would drop to one fourth
(25%); but the fidelity of the post-selected entangled state would not be affected. Indeed, as long as the time-
bin separation is larger than the detector jitter, temporal filtering can be performed to exclude the distinguishable
events from analysis. It is worth mentioning here that crystals and molecules with different symmetries may allow
for the storage of polarisation-encoded vibrational qubits, therefore opening new experimental possibilities to probe
photon-phonon entanglement [54].
Additionally, using the same physical interferometer twice - first to define the time bins in excitation and then to
erase the temporal information carried by the Raman scattered photons - renders our entire setup passively phase-
stable, as any fluctuation of the optical path between two arms occurring on a time scale longer than the travel time
for light through the setup (which is a few tens of nanoseconds) is cancelled by construction (see detailed layout in
SI). In this way, we are insensitive to all types of noise causing path fluctuations in a bandwidth of at least 10 MHz,
which encompasses almost all mechanical and thermal instability.
3. Impact of birefringence
Special care must be taken to avoid birefringence in the setup, as it would result in a temporal shift between the
horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarisations. Imperfect temporal overlap translates into a mixed state component as
opposed to a pure entangled state (see Sec. C). The short duration of the laser pulses means that the overlap must
be preserved to well below 100 fs, and this must be the case for a relatively broad wavelength range of several tens of
nm.
Dichcroic mirrors and tunable interference filters in particular have a strong birefringence when the incident angle
is non zero. We mitigate the birefringence induced delay caused by the dichroic mirror that serves to overlap the write
and read pulses on the same spatial mode by preparing both beams in the vertical polarisation, and then using an
achromatic half wave plate to rotate the polarisation by 45 degrees before the imbalanced polarised interferometer.
Also, we must mitigate the deleterious effect of birefringence in the interference filters used to reject the write and
read laser beams. For this, we use two identical sets (consisting each of a long pass filter to block the write pulse
and a short filter to block the read pulse) and place an achromatic half wave plate between them. In this way, the
Raman scattered light goes through the second sets of filters after its polarisation was rotated by 90 degrees, so that
we ensure that both polarisations are equally delayed even in the presence of birefringence, and thus the temporal
and spatial overlap is perfectly maintained.
4. Time-bin to polarisation qubit mapping
Since we use polarising beam splitters to route the photons in the short and long path of the unbalanced interfer-
ometer, the polarisation is the only degree of freedom that distinguishes between the early and late time bin after the
Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are temporally overlapped. More specifically, Raman photons originating from the
early time are vertically polarised, and those from the late time bin are horizontally polarised.
5. Detection
After the laser rejection filters, the Raman signal is spatially filtered by coupling it into a S630-HP single mode
fiber (Thorlabs, FC/PC). Polarisation control paddles are used to maintain the same linear polarisation before and
after the fiber. The signal is collimated after the fiber and sent onto a tunable long pass filter, where the Stokes field
is transmitted and the anti-Stokes field is reflected, after which the two fields enter the two detection apparatuses
labelled ‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’, respectively. The birefringence introduced by this filter - especially for the reflected beam,
which has a very strong wavelength and angle dependence - cannot be easily compensated, and we attribute the main
loss of visibility to this element.
At each locations we first use a variable retarder (VR), whose fast axis is rotated by 45 degrees with respect to
the vertical, in order to perform the state rotation (see Sec. C for the mathematical formalism). Subsequently, a
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polarising beam splitter (PBS) directs the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) components of the incoming light onto two
distinct single photon detectors, implementing thereby a projective measurement in the H/V basis, equivalent to the
early/late basis for the time bin qubits. After these last PBS, birefringence no longer affects the experiment, and we
send the output of each PBS through a tunable bandpass filter centered on the Stokes or anti-Stokes wavelengths,
respectively. Finally, we couple each of the four output beams into a multi-mode fiber connected to an avalanche
photo diode (APD) operated in Geiger mode, featuring about 50% detection efficiency and 500 ps timing jitter.
6. Optimisation
Before running the experiment we check the two-photon correlations in the {θ = 0, ϕ = 0} and {θ = pi2 , ϕ = pi2 }
configurations, where θ (resp. ϕ) is the state rotation angle (given by the retardation of the variable retarder)
chosen by Alice (resp. Bob). Under ideal conditions we would expect E(0, 0) = E(pi2 ,
pi
2 ), but we always measure
E(0, 0) > E(pi2 ,
pi
2 ) due to either imperfect alignment or birefringence that was not properly compensated for (see
mathematical explanation in Sec. C). As a final step we slightly change the angle of the first long pass filter after the
interferometer to maximize the value of E(pi2 ,
pi
2 ).
7. Calibration of the Variable Retarders
The liquid crystal variable retarders (VR) (from ARCoptix) allow us to apply a voltage-dependent delay along one
polarisation axis. This axis is set to 45 deg, allowing us to rotate the polarisation state of each photon in a plane
containing the vertical and horizontal states (see Sec. C).
To avoid any artefact due to the wavelength dependence of the retardation, the calibration of the VRs at Alice
and Bob’s locations is done with the Stokes or anti-Stokes signals, respectively, by sending vertically polarised light
through the VR and measuring the amount of vertically and horizontally polarised light afterwards using a PBS and
two detectors. The phase shift is then δ = arccos(2T − 1), where T is the normalized count rate in the vertical
polarisation detector. Results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. Calibration of variable retarders a, Normalized count rates on the detectors measuring the vertical and horizontal
components of the light after the VR, when vertically polarised light is sent into the VR. Data for the Stokes channel only are
shown. b, Extracted voltage-dependent phase shifts for the Stokes and anti-Stokes wavelengths.
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Appendix B: Data Acquisition and Analysis
1. Data Acquisition
We record the detection events using a custom time-tagging card developed by the Digital Electronics Laboratory
at Politecnico di Milano (Prof. Angelo Geraci) with four input channels plus a sync channel. Using the sync signal
from the mode-locked laser oscillator as a time reference, we define a detection time window that only records photons
originating from the early time bin and taking the long path in the second interferometer, or vice versa (from late
time bin taking the short path). We discard all other events. Over the acquisition time, we record the number of
single detection events from each detector occurring in the detection window, as well as the number of times multiple
detectors clicked during the same window. The number of coincidences between the detectors of Alice and Bob
correspond to the n±,± terms used to calculate E. We obtain the two-photon interference curves of Fig. 2 (main text)
at a fixed write-read delay by setting θ = 0 or (θ = pi2 ) and sweeping ϕ.
We ran the Bell tests with the phase setting {θ, ϕ} in the following order: {0, pi4 }, {0,−pi4 }, {pi2 , pi4 }, {pi2 ,−pi4 }. We
measure for 1 minute at each phase setting before changing the delay between write and read pulses, which is moved
from negative to positive delay. In order to mitigate systematic errors (drifts in alignment, for example), we repeat the
whole measurement sequence four times, for a total of four minutes per measurement setting at each delay setting. For
the analysis all the counts of the four measurements with the same setting are added together, and used to compute
E and S as explained in the main text.
The value of g
(2)
s,a(∆t) is calculated as
g(2)s,a =
P (s ∩ a)
P (s)P (a)
=
ns∩a ·R
ns · na (B1)
where R is the number of times the experiment was run (the repetition rate of the laser system times the acquisition
time), ns is the total number of Stokes photons detected (in the appropriate time window), na is the total number of
anti-Stokes photons detected, and ns∩a is the total number of coincidences between Stokes and anti-Stokes photons,
i.e. n(s∩a) = n++ + n+− + n−+ + n−−.
2. Error Bars
The error bars displayed on all experimental plots for the normalised correlation parameter E and CHSH parameter
S are calculated using a Monte Carlo approach. For each measurement we model the probability of each coincidence
count nxx as a Poissonian distribution centered on nxx. We then pick a random number from each distribution
using the Python library NumPy, and use it to calculate S (resp. E) for the Bell measurement (resp. visibility
measurement). We repeat this process many times in order to obtain a collection of values for S (resp. E), and
we take the standard deviation of this distribution to be a faithful estimate for the statistical uncertainty of the
measurement.
To ensure convergence of the procedure, after each iteration described above, we compare the average and standard
deviation of the accumulated values to the results from the previous step. We keep repeating this process until the
relative difference between two successive steps is below 10−5 for both the average and standard deviation.
Appendix C: Theoretical Methods
In this section we explain how we model the experiment in order to obtain the fitting function for the CHSH
parameter plotted in Fig. 2 of the main text. We start from the assumptions that i) the photon-phonon state
is described by a two-mode squeezed state with phase noise and ii) measurements are done with noisy, non-unit
efficiency, non-photon number resolving detectors. We use independent measurements of the squeezing parameter,
dark count rates and efficiencies to show that both the result of the cross-correlation measurement and the non-local
interference pattern for θ = 0 are consistent with these assumptions. We then use the phase sensitive non-local
interference pattern obtained for θ = pi/2 to evaluate the amount of phase noise. The assumption on the state and
the measurements together with the knowledge of the phase noise allows us to predict the time dependence of the
CHSH parameter and the effect of pure dephasing on its decay.
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1. Modelling of the source and detection devices
a. Source
We consider a source generating Stokes–anti-Stokes photon pairs according to
|ψt〉 = (1− Th2g)
1
2 (1− Th2g¯)
1
2 eThgs
†a†−Thg¯s†⊥a†⊥ |0〉 (C1)
where |0〉 denotes the vacuum for all modes; s and s⊥ are bosonic operators corresponding to the two orthogonal
modes received by Alice and similarly for Bob. In our experiment, these orthogonal modes correspond to the two
time bins, which are subsequently converted into orthogonal photon polarisations. We have used the short notation
Thg = tanh(g) where g is the squeezing parameter, is related to the mean photon number in mode s by 〈ψt|s†s|ψt〉 =
(sinh g)2 = (Shg)
2. In the rest of the text, we also use Chg = cosh g. We specifically consider the symmetric case
where g = g¯.
b. Detector
We consider photon detectors which do not resolve the photon number. They have an efficiency η (overall detection
efficiency including all losses from the source to the detector) and a dark count probability pdc. A “click” event
(electric pulse generated by the detector) is then modelled by the POVM [55]
Dˆs(ηs) = 1− (1− pdc)(1− ηs)s†s (C2)
The subscript (here s) specifies the mode which is detected. The dark count probability pdc is the same for all
modes and detectors. To illustrate the validity of the model, consider the Fock state |n〉. The probability to get a
click is 〈n|Dˆs(ηs)|n〉 = 1 − (1 − pdc)(1 − ηs)n which equals one minus the probability to lose all the n photons and
to get no dark count.
c. Choice of measurement settings
Rotations are possibly performed during detection so that the photons can be measured in several basis. The
detected modes are called A and A⊥ for Alice (B and B⊥ for Bob) and are related to the emission modes by
s = CαA+ Sαe
iφsA⊥ (C3)
s⊥ = Sαe−iφsA+ CαA⊥ (C4)
with Cα = cos(α) and Sα = sin(α) and similarly for Bob.
Note that the angles α, β are related to the optical phases introduced by the variable retarders in the experiment by
θ = 2α and ϕ = 2β. To see why, consider for example the rotation of polarisation by 90◦ from vertical to horizontal.
In this formalism, this corresponds to a rotation angle α = pi/2. Experimentally, however, this requires introducing a
θ = pi phase shift in the variable retarder (whose axis, we recall, is oriented at 45◦ w.r.t horizontal and vertical).
d. Phase noise
Consider a mechanism adding a phase which is different for each SPDC process, that is, at a given run the state
can be written as
|ψφt 〉 = (1− Th2g)eThg(e
−iφ/2s†a†−eiφ/2s†⊥a†⊥ |0〉 (C5)
where φ changes from run to run according to a Gaussian probability distribution p(φ) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e−
φ2
2σ2 . This state
can be written as a unitary operation on |ψt〉 ; i.e. |ψφt 〉 = eiφ/2(s
†s−s†⊥s⊥)|ψt〉. The unitary eiφ/2(s†s−s†⊥s⊥) shifts
the azimutal angle of a qubit state of the form (Cαs
† + eφsSαs
†
⊥)|0〉 by φ. When combining the unitary defining the
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setting choice and eiφ/2(s
†s−s†⊥s⊥), we get the following expression for the emission modes as a function of the detected
modes
s = CαA+ Sαe
iφs+φA⊥ (C6)
s⊥ = Sαe−iφs+φA+ CαA⊥ (C7)
and similarly for Bob.
e. Summary
The state which is effectively measured can be written as
|ψα,φs,β,φa,φ〉 = (1− tan(g)2)e
(A†,A†⊥)M
 B†
B†⊥

|0〉 (C8)
with
M = tan(g)
(
CαSβe
−i(φa−φ) − Sαe−i(φs+φ)Cβ −CαCβ − Sαei(φs+φ)Sβei(φa−φ)
Sαe
i(φs+φ)Sβe
−i(φa−φ) + CαCβ −Sαei(φs+φ)Cβ + CαSβei(φa−φ)
)
(C9)
It is measured according to a model where the POVM element associated to a click in detector A is given by
DˆA(ηA) = 1− (1− pdc)(1− ηA)A†A (C10)
and similarly for A⊥, B, and B⊥. Given that φ is random and changes from run to run, we derive the probabilities
of various measurement outcomes that we then average according to p(φ).
2. Cross-Correlation Measurement
We consider the cross-correlation measurement where Alice and Bob choose the settings α = φs = 0 and β = φa = 0
and measure
g(2)s,a =
〈ψ0|DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0〉
〈ψ0|DˆA(ηA)|ψ0〉〈ψ0|DˆB(ηB)|ψ0〉
(C11)
where |ψ0〉 = |ψ0,0,0,0,φ〉. A straightforward calculation (along the same lines as [55]) gives the following explicit
expression,
g(2)s,a =
1− (1− pdc) 1−Th
2
g
1−Th2g(1−ηA) − (1− pdc)
1−Th2g
1−Th2g(1−ηB) + (1− pdc)
2 1−Th2g
1−Th2g(1−ηA)(1−ηB)(
1− (1− pdc) 1−Th
2
g
1−Th2g(1−ηA)
)(
1− (1− pdc) 1−Th
2
g
1−Th2g(1−ηB)
) (C12)
From our experimental data, we can extract the following approximate values, as explained in Sec. D, Th2g = 0.0022
i.e. g = 0.047, ηA = 0.1, ηB = 2.54× 10−4 (this includes the readout efficiency, i.e. anti-Stokes scattering probability
knowing that a phonon was created) and pdc = 9×10−6 (probability of dark counts per detection window), with which
we get g
(2)
s,a = 26.5, in good agreement with the measured normalised coincidence. In this model, the decoherence of
the collective molecular vibration within one mode at rate γ1 manifests as an exponential decay of the vibration→anti-
Stokes conversion efficiency contained in ηB .
3. The Interference Pattern for α = 0
a. Twofold coincidence probability
We consider the interference experiment in which the twofold coincidences on A and B are recorded when Alice
fixes her measurement setting in the s/s⊥ basis (α = φs = 0) while Bob rotates it in the x-z plane (φa = 0). This
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situation corresponds to the blue curve of Fig. 3b in the main text. We can find an explicit expression for these
twofold coincidence probabilities
〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉 = 1
N
(
1− (1− pdc)
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηA)
− (1− pdc)
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηB)
+(1− pdc)2 2
Ch4g
1
2− (2− ηA)(2− ηB)Th2g − ηAηBC2βTh2g + 2(1− ηA)(1− ηB)Th4g
) (C13)
The normalization coefficient N accounts for the post-selection of events giving at least one click at each side, i.e.
N = 1− p(ncA&ncA⊥ |α = pi/4, φs = 0, φ)− p(ncB&ncB⊥ |β, φa = 0, φ)
+p(ncA&ncA⊥&ncB&ncB⊥ |α = pi/4, φs = 0, φa = 0, φ)
(C14)
where
p(ncA&ncA⊥ |α, φs, φ) = (1− pdc)2
(
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηA)
)2
(C15)
p(ncB&ncB⊥ |β, φa, φ) = (1− pdc)2
(
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηB)
)2
(C16)
p(ncA&ncA⊥&ncB&ncB⊥ |α, φs, β, φa, φ) = (1− pdc)4
(
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηA)(1− ηB)
)2
(C17)
and the notation ncA means “no click in mode A”, etc.
b. Visibility of the Interference Pattern for α = 0
The visibility of the interference pattern is given by
V0 =
maxβ〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉 −minβ〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉
maxβ〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉+ minβ〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉
(C18)
Given the structure of (C8), it is clear that 〈ψ0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψ0,β〉 is maximized for β = 0 and minimized
for β = pi/2. Using the same experimental parameters as above, i.e. Th2g = 0.0022 i.e. g = 0.047, ηA = 0.1,
ηB = 2.54× 10−4 and pdc = 9× 10−6, we get V0 ≈ 0.92, in good agreement with the data of Fig. 3b (blue curve) in
the main text.
c. Visibility of the Interference Pattern for α = 0 and Cross-Correlation Measurement
Note that
|ψ0,pi/2〉 = (1− Th2g)eTh
2
g(A
†B†e−iφ/2−A†⊥B†⊥eiφ/2)|0〉 =
(1− Th2g)1/2eTh
2
g(A
†B†e−iφ/2 |0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|ψ−φAB〉
⊗ (1− Th2g)1/2e−Th
2
g(A
†
⊥B
†
⊥e
iφ/2 |0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|ψ¯+φA⊥B⊥ 〉
(C19)
implying
〈ψ0,pi/2|DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψ0,pi/2〉 = 〈ψ−φAB |DˆA(ηA)|ψ−φAB〉〈ψ¯+φA⊥B⊥ |DˆB⊥(ηB)|ψ¯
+φ
A⊥B⊥〉 (C20)
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Similarly, we have
|ψ0〉 = |ψ¯−φAB⊥〉 ⊗ |ψ
+φ
A⊥B〉 (C21)
We thus have
〈ψ−φAB |DˆA(ηA)|ψ−φAB〉 = TrAB(DA(ηA)|ψ−φAB〉〈ψ−φAB |)
= TrA(DA(ηA)TrB(|ψ−φAB〉〈ψ−φAB |))
= TrA(DA(ηA)TrB(|ψ¯−φAB⊥〉〈ψ¯−φAB⊥|))
= 〈ψ¯−φAB⊥ |DˆA(ηA)|ψ¯
−φ
AB⊥〉
= 〈ψ0|DˆA(ηA)|ψ0〉
(C22)
and similarly
〈ψ¯+φAB |DˆB⊥(ηB)|ψ−φAB〉 = 〈ψ0|DˆB⊥(ηB)|ψ0〉 (C23)
From the previous equalities, we deduce
〈ψ0,pi/2|DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψ0,pi/2〉 = 〈ψ0|DˆA(ηA)|ψ0〉〈ψ0|DˆB⊥(ηB)|ψ0〉 (C24)
and consequently
V0 =
g
(2)
s,a − 1
g
(2)
s,a + 1
(C25)
The previous formula holds for any efficiency. In particular, the temporal evolution of the visibility can be predicted
from the evolution of g
(2)
s,a and is thus ultimately limited by the decay of each single collective vibrational mode.
4. Interference Pattern for α = pi/4
We now consider the interference experiment in which the twofold coincidences on A and B⊥ are recorded when
Alice fixes her setting to (α = pi/4, φs = 0) while Bob rotates it in the x-z plane (φa = 0), which corresponds to the
red curve in Fig. 3b of the main text. This interference is sensitive to fluctuations in the phase of the superposition
φ and thus allows to estimate its uncertainty. For fixed φ, we have
〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB(ηB)|ψpi/4,0,β〉 = 1
N
(
1− (1− pdc)
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηA)
− (1− pdc)
1− T 2g
1− T 2g (1− ηB)
+(1− pdc)2 2
Ch4g
1
2− (2− ηA)(2− ηB)Th2g − ηAηBC2φS2βTh2g + 2(1− ηA)(1− ηB)Th4g
) (C26)
where the normalisation coefficient is given before. To take into account the uncertainty in φ, we can first use a Taylor
expansion of the term in Eq. C26∫
dφp(φ)(1− pdc)2 2
Ch4g
× 1
ζ − ξ(C2φ−1) ≈ (1− pdc)
2 2
Ch4g
×
(
1
ζ
− 2ξ
ζ2
σ2 +O(σ3)
)
(C27)
where we introduced ζ = 2− (2− ηa)(2− ηB)Th)2g − ηAηBS2βTh2g + 2(1− ηA)(1− ηB)Th4g and ξ = ηaηBS2βTh2g. The
visibility of the interference pattern is given by
Vpi/4 =
maxβ〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,β〉 −minβ〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,β〉
maxβ〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,β〉+ minβ〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,β〉
(C28)
Given the structure of the state C8, it is clear that 〈ψpi/4,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,β〉 is maximized for β = pi/4
and minimized for β = 3pi/4. Using again the same experimental parameter, i.e. Th2g = 0.0022 i.e. g = 0.047,
ηA = 0.1, ηB = 2.54 × 10−4 and pdc = 9 × 10−6, we can reproduce the visibility Vpi/4 ≈ 0.76 obtained in Fig. 3b of
the main text (red curve) for a width of the phase distribution σ = 0.31.
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5. CHSH Value from the Interference Patterns
Note that the correlation functions used to compute the CHSH value are given by
E(α, β) = p(+1 + 1|αβ) + p(−1− 1|αβ)− p(+1− 1|αβ)− p(−1 + 1|αβ) (C29)
The normalization implies p(+1−1|αβ)+p(−1+1|αβ) = 1−p(+1+1|αβ)−p(−1−1|αβ) and since p(−1−1|αβ) =
1− p(+1|α)− p(+1|β) + p(+1 + 1|αβ), we find
E(α, β) = 1− 2p(+1|α)− 2p(+1|β) + 4p(+1 + 1|αβ) (C30)
When we record more than 2 clicks in one repetition of the experiment, we choose to bin the results according to
the following rule: When detector A clicks, Alice says that she gets +1 independently of the event on detector A⊥.
Similarly, when Bob gets a click on detector B⊥, he says that he gets +1 independently of the event on detector
B. This means that p(+1 + 1|αβ) = 〈ψα,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψα,0,β〉 while p(+1|α) = 〈ψα,0,β |DˆA(ηA)|ψα,0,β〉 and
p(+1|β) = 〈ψα,0,β |DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψα,0,β〉. Given that we post-select the cases where at least one click is obtained at each
side, we have
E(α, β) = 1− 2
NA
〈ψα,0,β |DˆA(ηA)|ψα,0,β〉 − 2
NB
〈ψα,0,β |DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψα,0,β〉
+
4
N
〈ψα,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψα,0,β〉
(C31)
with NA = 1 − p(ncA&ncA⊥|α, φs, φ) and NB = 1 − p(ncB&ncB⊥|β, φa, φ). Considering the angles maximizing the
CHSH value for the singlet, we have
CHSH = E(0, pi/8) + E(0,−pi/8) + E(pi/4, pi/8)− E(pi/4,−pi/8) (C32)
With the experimental parameters Th2g = 0.0022 i.e. g = 0.047, ηA = 0.1, ηB = 2.54× 10−4 and pdc = 9× 10−6 and
the phase uncertainty extracted above σ = 0.31, we find CHSH ≈ 2.36, in good agreement with the value measured
close to zero delay (cf. Fig. 2 in the main text).
6. Inferring Phonon Coherence Time from the CHSH Value
For the parameters of interest and in agreement with the measurement results, we checked that single photons
are unpolarised on each side, meaning that the marginal probabilities of single photon detection are uniformly and
randomly distributed onto the two detectors, whatever the measurement angle. This is shown in Fig. 3a of the main
text. This means that the correlation functions only depends on the twofold coincidence probability
E(α, β) =
4
N
〈ψα,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψα,0,β〉 − 1 (C33)
Pure dephasing of the phononic qubit introduces a phase term φ¯ in the state similar to φ in Eq. C5. This phase is
different at each run and is distributed according to
p(φ¯) =
1√
2pi
σ¯e−φ¯
2/2σ¯2 (C34)
where the standard deviation σ¯ =
√
γ∆t depends on both the dephasing rate γ and the time duration
∆t. From the previous analysis, we know that 〈ψ0,0,β |DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψ0,0,β〉 is independent of φ¯ and hence
E(0, β) is independent of dephasing effects. From the previous perturbative approach, we also find that
〈ψpi/4,0,±pi/8|DˆA(ηA)DˆB⊥(ηB⊥)|ψpi/4,0,±pi/8〉 decays like e−2σ¯2 . Given that E(0, pi/8)+E(0,−pi/8) and E(pi/4, pi/8)+
E(pi/4,−pi/8) equally contribute to the CHSH value in the absence of phase noise, we have
CHSH(∆t) =
CHSH
2
(1 + e−2γ∆t) (C35)
The previous formula allows us to infer the coherence time γ−1 for the behavior of the CHSH parameter. Note that
the prefactor CHSH is not constant in time since the detection efficiency of mode B includes the phononic lifetime.
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Appendix D: Estimating experimental parameters
• Stokes detection efficiency ηA The detection efficiency is the product of the avalanche photodiode efficiency,
for which we use the value of 50% from the manufacturer’s test sheet, and the signal collection efficiency. Since
our measurement is sensitive only to the spatial mode coupled into the single mode fiber used as a spatial
filter, it is not necessary to consider the full spontaneous emission pattern in free space. Only the image of the
single mode fiber into the sample is relevant to estimate the collection efficiency. This collection efficiency is
therefore simply measured with the laser beam, which is well mode matched to the collection fiber, by measuring
the power first just after the sample and second just before the detector. The additional loss due to internal
reflection inside the diamond is estimated separately. This procedure yields ηA ≈ 0.1 for the Stokes signal.
• Squeezing parameter g This detection efficiency, together with the measured count rate in detector A of 18000
counts/s, and the repetition rate of 80 MHz, lets us estimate the average photon number 〈nA〉 = 2.25× 10−3 in
the Stokes mode. We then use the expression of 〈nA〉 to find the squeezing parameter g = 0.047.
• Dark count probability pdc In the model, the dark count probability accounts not only for the intrinsic noise
in the detectors (which has negligible impact on our measurements) but also, and foremost, for the anti-Stokes
emission due to thermal phonons. Based on the anti-Stokes count rate at negative delays (∼ 720c/s) and the
detection time window we estimate the dark count rate: pdc = 9× 10−6.
• Vibration detection efficiency ηB The detection efficiency of the vibrational mode ηB accounts for both the
probability of converting an existing vibration into anti-Stokes photon as well as the collection and detection
losses for the anti-Stokes photon. We can extract it directly from our measurement by comparing the probability
of detecting a Stokes photon, P (A) = 〈nA〉ηA, to the probability of a coincidence P (A∩B) = 〈nA〉ηAηB . With
our coincidence rate of 4.58 counts/s we obtain ηB =
P (A∩B)
P (A) = 2.54× 10−4.
Appendix E: Extracting the rate of pure dephasing
We fit the measured g
(2)
s,a(∆t) using a single exponential decay with time constant τ = 3.78 ps, convoluted with the
instrument response function (Gaussian of width 200 fs).
We then use eq. (C35) to produce the expected curve for S(∆t), using the fit of g
(2)
s,a(∆t) for the temporal behaviour
of ηB .
The rate of pure dephasing is an adjustable, a priori unknown parameter. In Fig. 6, we compare the measured
CHSH parameter with the formula eq. C35 for various different dephasing rates (γ). The best agreement with the
experimental data is found for γ  τ−1, consistent with a lifetime-limited coherence time.
Appendix F: Evolution of the CHSH parameter under ideal conditions
We would like to address the following questions: if all technical noise could be eliminated from the photo-detection,
including all background emission from the sample not related to vibrational Raman scattering, what would be the
intrinsic dynamics how Bell parameter? For how long would Bell correlations persist?
To answer these questions, we compute the temporal evolution of the Bell parameter using the theoretical model
with idealized measurement, and with the experimentally determined vibrational energy decay rate, assuming the
pure dephasing rate is much smaller and can be neglected. More explicitly, we use the following parameters:
• Stokes detection efficiency ηA We set the Stokes detection efficiency to unity.
• Vibration detection efficiency ηB We set the initial value of the detection efficiency to unity, which then
decays with the measured time constant corresponding to the phonon lifetime τ = 3.78 ps.
• Dark count probability pdc We only include the anti-Stokes emission due to thermal phonons, which in the
case of unit detection efficiency will be pdc = nth = 1.7× 10−3.
• Squeezing parameter g We find that the value that maximizes the time for which the CHSH inequality is
violated is g = 0.172, corresponding to a mean photon number of 〈nA〉 = 0.030
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FIG. 6. a, Experimentally measured normalised Stokes–anti-Stokes cross-correlation g
(2)
s,a(∆t) vs. the write–read time delay
∆t, together with an exponential fit with a decay time constant τ = 3.78 ps, corresponding to the phonon lifetime. b,
Experimental CHSH parameter (as in main text, Fig. 2) overlaid with the curves computed from eq. (C35) with the expression
for g
(2)
s,a(∆t) from panel a. Different values of the pure dephasing rate are shown, illustrating that our data are consistent with
the decoherence of the vibrational qubit being dictated by population decay. The blue region, demarcated by 2 < |S| ≤ 2√2,
certifies Bell correlations.
In Fig. 7 we show the time evolution of the CHSH parameter under ideal measurement. It is worth noting that
the CHSH inequality is violated for 18.4 ps, almost 5 times longer than the phonon lifetime, and more than twice the
coherence time.
This can be understood by noting that the Bell parameter at a given delay ∆t is ultimately limited by the value of
g
(2)
s,a(∆t), which is a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio for the conversion and detection of a heralded single phonon.
As long as
g(2)s,a−1
g
(2)
s,a+1
> 1√
2
, or approximately g
(2)
s,a(∆t) ≥ 5.85, the Bell parameter can exceed 2 (if all experimental
imperfections reducing the two-photon interference visibility are mitigated). Therefore, even as g
(2)
s,a(∆t) falls off
exponentially with time, if its initial value is large enough (in the ideal case up to 1/nth) then Bell correlation can be
observed up to delays several times longer than the exponential coherence time.
Note that this observation raises an interesting prospect. If the technical and background noises are significantly
reduced, and the sample temperature lowered, the initial value of g
(2)
s,a can be made arbitrarily large. This would
allow to put a more stringent bound on the pure dephasing rate γ, and maybe measure its magnitude even if it is
much smaller than the exponential decay rate of the phonon. This a general comment that can be applied to other
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the CHSH parameter under ideal experimental conditions. The ideal conditions assume unit
detection efficiency, noise exclusively due to the thermal phonon occupancy, and optimal squeezing parameter.
optomechanical systems in the quantum ground state as well.
Appendix G: Evaluation of the CHSH value from finite statistics
a. CHSH as a game – In a CHSH test, Alice receives at each run a random bit x = {0, 1} and similarly for Bob
y = {0, 1}. When Alice gets x, she chooses the measurement setting Ax while Bob chooses By. For each setting choice,
they receive a result a = {0, 1} for Alice and b = {0, 1} for Bob. They repeat the experiment many times so that they
can evaluate
〈AxBy〉 = p(a = b|AxBy)− p(a 6= b|AxBy). (G1)
The CHSH value is given by
S = 〈A0B0〉+ 〈A0B1〉+ 〈A1B0〉 − 〈A1B1〉. (G2)
Such a test can be phrased as a game in which Alice and Bob receive x and y, respectively, as inputs and the winning
condition is that their outputs satisfy a⊕ b = x.y where ⊕ is the sum modulo 2. The winning probability q relates to
the CHSH value S by
q =
4 + S
8
. (G3)
b. Confidence interval on the mean value of winning probability– Let us see each experimental run as if a random
variable Ti was given. As an estimator of such a random variable Ti, we choose
Ti = χ(ai ⊕ bi = xi.yi) (G4)
with χ the indicator function, i.e. χ(condition) = 1 if the condition is satisfied and 0 otherwise. Here ai is the result
of Alice at run i and similarly, bi, xi and yi. Note that this estimator is unbiased. Indeed
E(Ti)=
∑
ai,bi,xi,yi
Ti p(ai, bi, xi, yi)
=
∑
ai,bi,xi,yi
Ti p(ai, bi, xi, yi)
=
∑
ai,bi,xi,yi
Ti p(ai, bi|xi, yi)p(xi, yi)
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and since p(xi, yi) = 1/4,
E(Ti)=
1
4
∑
ai,bi,xi,yi
Ti p(ai, bi|xi, yi)
=
1
4
(
p(ai = bi = 0|xi 6= 1 and yi 6= 1) + p(ai = bi = 1|xi 6= 1 and yi 6= 1)
+p(ai = 0, bi = 1|xi = yi = 1) + p(ai = 1, bi = 0|xi = yi = 1)
)
.
Note that
p(ai ⊕ bi = 0|xi, yi) = p(ai = bi = 0|xi, yi) + p(ai = bi = 1|xi, yi) = 1
2
(1 + 〈AxiByi〉)
p(ai ⊕ bi = 1|xi, yi) = p(ai = 0, bi = 1|xi, yi) + p(ai = 1, bi = 0|xi, yi) = 1
2
(1− 〈AxiByi〉)
Therefore
E(Ti) =
1
4
(
4 + Si
2
)
= qi (G5)
that is, the expectation of Ti corresponds to the probability to win the game at run i. We want to bound the average
winning probability q¯ = 1n
∑
i qi. It was shown in Ref. [43] that [qmin, 1] is a confidence interval for q¯ with
qmin = I
−1
α (nT¯ , n(1− T¯ ) + 1) with T¯ =
1
n
∑
i
Ti (G6)
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1/2 is the confidence level (e.g. α = 0.01 corresponds to a confidence level of 99%). Here we defined
the inverse regularized incomplete Beta function I−1, i.e. Iy(a, b) = x for y = I−1x (a, b).
Given a target confidence level α, the previous formula can be used to give a lower bound Smin on the actual value
of S¯ using the following steps :
1 - Compute Ti at each run using Ti = χ(ai + bi = xi.yi)
2 - Deduce T¯ = 1/n
∑
i Ti
3 - Compute qmin from the formula eq. (G6) (for example with α = 0.01 for a confidence level of 99%)
4 - Deduce the lower bound Smin on the mean CHSH value S¯ =
1
n
∑
i Si using Smin = 8 ∗ qmin − 4.
1. Example calculations
We show in detail the calculation for ∆t = 0.66 ps
We have Ax = {α = 0, α = pi/2} and By = {ϕ = −pi/4, pi/4} as the settings for the experiment, and a, b = 0
corresponds to a click in the + detector, while a, b = 1 corresponds to either a click in the − detector or the
simultaneous clicking of both + and − detectors on one side (two-photon event).
We observe the following coincidences during the experiment:
Setting n++ n+− n−+ n−− n±+ n±−
θ = 0, ϕ = −pi/4 1301 270 458 2034 0 0
θ = 0, ϕ = pi/4 1338 229 460 2006 1 0
θ = pi/2, ϕ = −pi/4 388 1408 1549 694 0 1
θ = pi/2, ϕ = pi/4 1468 494 328 1781 1 0
Where n±x denotes the events involving two simultaneous coincidences in the Stokes measurement arm. There were
no recorded events with simultaneous detections in the anti-Stokes arm.
We use this data to calculate T¯ = 0.785. We then compute qmin for α = 0.01 (99% confidence) and α = 5.733×10−7
(5σ confidence) using (G6), and obtain qmin = 0.788 and qmin = 0.779, respectively.
From this we conclude that the lower bound on S¯ with 99% confidence is Smin = 2.30, and the lower bound with
5σ confidence is Smin = 2.23, which comfortably violates the CHSH inequality.
